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Recommended Specimen Bamboos

Bamboo walkway in one of our tropical themes

Mature Bamboo theme with Bespoke Sculpture

Recommended Bamboos
Fargesia species

The natural habitat of the Fargesia is in mountaineous areas in China, where the
climate is humid and cold, and they grow as understory, mostly in shade. This is
why they are happpybplanted in shady conditions in our gardens
Fagesia species are elegant arching bamboos are delicate in appearance, which
combined with their smaller size make them suitable for pots and on terraces and
small courtyards. In landscaped gardens they look effective in front of the larger
species and look very effective by water.
All Fargesia species are clump-forming bamboos and have a very different root
system to the spreading bamboos such as Phyllostachys or Sasa and therefore
root barrier is not necessary when planting, although it could be used when
planting several bamboos as a screen, to encourage the plants to grow in the right
direction.
The species and forms are also useful as pot or terrace plants and despite their
delicate appearance they are very tolerant to winter conditions. There are now
available many species and vairiities available, each with their own characteristics,
from weeping foundtains to erect specimens that show off their wonderful stem
colours. Two examples include Fardegia nitida and Fardeesia murieliae, as
described below

Fargesia nitida
The most popular species is Fargesia nitida or Blue Fountain Bamboo.
This is an outstanding ornamental non-invasive bamboo with outward arching
slender branches and dark purplish canes that are covered with a bluish-white
powder. F.nitida is a dainty and graceful bamboo that is perfect for the shady
area. Fargesia nitida prefers rich well drained soil and partial to full shade to
perform at its best.
Like most Fargesias some protection from the hot afternoon sun is advisable but
not required. They are very hardy to winter conditions.
The rich green leaves are delicate, and very attractive. The overall shape of this
bamboo is vase shaped, gently arching over at the top from the mass of foliage. It
makes an excellent thick hedge or screen.

Fargesia species used to create a Zen area in a garden, enhanced
with one of our Buddha sculpture pieces

Fargesia murieliae
Known as the Fountain Bamboo, this graceful bamboo forms gently arching canes
covered in masses of light green foliage. It should easliy reach 2.75 - 3.5 metres
in height if fed and watered well, staying in a tight clump

As with F.nitida, it is tolerant of the shade and will.
Both species are also well suited for use in containers, but it is essential to avoid
them drying out in the summer or even winter when exposed to drying winds. You
may need to split them after a few years to avoid them overcrowding the
container
Fargesia muriella are beautiful as a specimen as well as perfect to form a fabulous
hedge!
The Fargesia
bamboo species are superb to create as a meditation area,
particularly when planted around a bespoke seated area as part of your design.

Fargesia muriela as a backdrop to a restful pergola

Fargesia in planters and screening.
We always recommend the use of the Fargesia. The larger spreading bamboos,
such as the Phyllostachys quickly produce extensive spreading roots that can
break even the strongest pots. Even if the planter does not break, the plants will
suffer, as they cannot absorb sufficient water and nutrients Hence we recommend
the more gentle, clump forming Fargesia species for use in planters and
plant in a good strong pot, metal containers are perfect long term and remember
to drill plenty of drainage holes if needed and crockery in the bottom. As with all
the bamboo species, it is essential to keep the compost moist, otherwise the
leaves will yellow and start to drop. We recommend the installation of an
inexpensive irrigation system, or the use of a self watering planter, such as the
Lechuza range (Click HERE) Most models go up to a diameter of 50cm, and the
Classico goes up to 70cm,for very large specimens. There is also a self watering
trough, called the trio trough, suitable for 3 Fargesia specimens per trough for a
very elegant contemporary look.

For details click HERE
Fargesia are ideal for screening on balconies, terraces and roof gardens, as well as
close neighbours. With a larch trough or cube planters that we produce, a
specimen with the planters can provide a screening of 150cm to over 200cm high,
as in the example below in Central London–Click HERE for bespoke Larch planters

Mature Phyllostachys specimens
for impact screening
Phyllostachys aurea
Referred to by many as the ‘Golden Bamboo’ this is a a very popular bamboo for
good reason, being one of the most reliable bamboos. It is lovely bamboo with
dark green canes maturing to a golden yellow. It is easy to distinguish it from
other bamboos by the characteristic nodes at the base of the canes in the picture
below. It has excellent full foliage along the cane, producing a bushy appearance
and thus forms an excellent screen.
P. aurea will easily reach a height of between 3.5 and 5 metres in moist fertile
soil.

Phyllostachys vivax
If it is height that you want P.vivax is one of the fastest growing and largest
bamboos for the U.K. easily reaching a height of 5 metres or more. The fantastic
glossy green canes are quite widely spaced so this bamboo needs room to grow. If
the lower branches are trimmed the canes can be seen at their best. Another very
reliable bamboo

Phyllostachys vivax 'Aureocaulis'
The is the largest and most wonderful golden bamboo with striking intermittent
green striping. We regard it as the most striking specimen bamboo you can grow –
Must be fed and watered well for the best results. Can look great in a large
container by a wall.

Phyllostachys aureosulcata 'Spectabilis'
Sometimes known as the ‘Crookstem Bamboo’, it is one of the first bamboos to
shoot in the spring with blushing pink stems turning to brilliant gold canes with
vertical green stripes in summer.
They should reach 4 to 5 metres in height when planted in a sunny position in
moist sol. Their ‘Crookstem’ name comes from the random bending of the canes is
peculiar to this bamboo,

Phyllostachys aureosulcata Aureocaulis 'Yellow Groove Bamboo'
An absolutely stunning architectural bamboo species with virtually luminous canes
from yellow to burnt orange when exposed to the sun.
Phyllostachys aureosulcata f. aureocaulis is a decorative bamboo, native to China,
grown for its pale yellow canes that are reddish when young. It makes an
excellent backdrop for border planting,and is useful for screening.
Planted alone, it makes a good specimen plant.

It is also another great hedging species. A tall, coloured-stemmed bamboo with
rich yellow canes with a few green stripes at the base. This green leaved bamboo
looks spectacular grown as a specimen. One of our 'highly recommended plants', it
should be planted next to a building or path where the near-luminous, yellow to
burnt orange coloured canes can be enjoyed all year.

Phyllostachys bissettii
P.bisettii is a striking bamboo due to its glossy grey-green canes. This is a very
strong growing species that retains its dark, fresh green colour throughout the
harsh winters. It produces masses of leaves and can grow up to 5 metres in
height.
Ideal as a specimen plant or planted in a group. Another favourite bamboo for
hedging, because of its dense foliage combined with its toughness and ability to
withstand wind and cold temperatures,

Phyllostachys nigra
This black caned bamboo highly prized in China and Japan Grows to 4-6m, and is
a clump forming bamboo . It is a very hardy bamboo and produces a stunning
screening effect
Excellent as a potted bamboo, grown as a clump and for hedge screening.
They perform well if fed each spring and water well in summer months. They
prefer a good, rich soil that does not dry out too readily Avoid water-logging in the
winter months.
To achieve the blackest canes possible, plant in full sun.
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6-7 meter Phyllostchys nigra specimens
for an awe inspiring bamboo statement

Clear stem bamboos

As many of the bamboos species that we use in our designs have wonderful
characteristics, once planted, you can strip the leaves up to a height of 1.8m to
create a striking, stylish impact, with full bushy heads, as shown below. Lighting
can enhance the effect even further.

Bamboos for Exotic Cover
Sasa palmata
This tough bamboo has fabulously large and lush foliage. Sasa palmata is ideal for
stabilizing river banks and used in reclamation schemes. With its very large leaves
it can create a very jungly effect .

It is best to use a root barrier membrane to restrict the underground growth, as it
can spread extensively if left unchecked.
S.palmata grows to a height of 7 feet with beautiful little 1/2 inch canes. It has
large thick leaves that can measure up to 15 inches in length and 2 1/2 inches
wide.
It is one of the species suited for indoor sites since it adapts well to shaded areas

Pseudosasa japonica
’ Arrow Bamboo’

Pseudosasa is a very tough bamboo and as the roots will run, so is perfect to form
a hedge in a windy site. It is best to use a root barrier membrane to keep growth
where you need it.
The Arrow bamboo grows very well in containers very and will reach mature sizes
if the container is large enough. The bamboo will need dividing every other year
to allow for rhizome growth. In a container it is essential to provide and your
care, including water and food

Hibanobambusa tranquilians ‘Shiroshima’

The heavily variegated long variegated leaves with creamy white coloration are
just beautiful, making this an outstanding bamboo.
With very little drop of its variegated leaves it is good to use around water
features and as indoor planting. . Grow well in a container, but will rely solely on
your care. Less invasive than Sasa palmata

Pleioblastus pygmaea (Bamboo Lawn)
Dwarf bamboos make an original ground cover that can be used in place of grass.
Some of them are very hardy and require little maintenance
It is a good plant to hold slopes against erosion. Can be periodically mowed to
rejuvenate the growth and appearance. Very invasive if not controlled so needs to
be contained with a 40-cm deep root barrier membrane to keep them from
spreading, because their rhizomes can become very invasive.
Pleioblastus pygmaeus (Dwarf Bamboo) - A quick-growing, creeping small bamboo
With a maximum height of 15-25 cm, the canes are thin and densely clothed with
tiny 2.5 long leaves that are hairy on the underside.
Plant in full sun to light shade. Can handle some drought, but looks better with
moderate watering. It is very winter hardy bamboo species

Control of Bamboo growth
Many of our clients have expressed concern that planting bamboo will
lead to an uncontrollable growth that will invade their garden. Many
species are clump forming and will spread very slowly. However, even
the most rampant specimens can be controlled and contained exactly
where you intended with the use of a root barrier.

For guidance for your bamboo needs or design advice, please
call 01752.822782 or e.mail: info@eastofedenplants.co.uk

